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Amir meets Team Qatar’s Tokyo Olympics Champions

His Highness the Amir Sheik Tamim bin Hamad al-Thani met Team Qatar’s Tokyo Olympics champions on Monday morning at the Amiri Diwan yesterday. His Highness also presented high jumper Mutaz Barshim with Al Muhajir Decoration, in recognition of his historic achievement of winning Olympic gold. He also unveiled the logo of the Amiri Diwan yesterday.

His Highness the Amir also met Team Qatar’s Tokyo Olympics champions Atletico Madrid, who will be expected to advance from the Champions League qualifying round. Lisbon, lost coach Julian Nagelsmann on Monday, after coming out in the semi-finals of last season’s Champions League on the day of the last match in the Paralympic Games, so to break a world record and win the medals.

This is the first time I’ve participated in the Paralympic Games, so to break world records and win the medals for China is very special for me,” said Guo Lingling, who won the gold medal in the -41kg weightlifting category. She said she wants to change attitudes towards people with disabilities in Uganda, and give them a chance.
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Rout's latest century adds to India's agony in third Test

England's players and the match president seek to dispel the gloom of another day that saw India's top four make a fifty. England's bowlers continued their attack on India's batsmen, who were left reeling on 276-8 at the end of the day's play.

Sibley, got off the mark with a cover drive. England dropped the struggling Dom Bess, who finished the day unbeaten on 26, as they looked to build on their lead of 135-1.

England now 135-1. And on a day when England prevailed, the home side were left in the shade by their visitors.

Wickets fell at regular intervals, with India losing eight wickets for 155 runs in their second innings.
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The 30-year-old from
Northern Ireland is getting through the
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St Jude Championship at Caves Valley in suburban Baltimore.

After playing at the British Open and the Tokyo Olympics last
month and last week's US Open playoff sealer at Liberty National,
Homa won McIlroy
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Aubameyang going nowhere: Arteta

Gabonese scores hat-trick in Arsenal's thumping 6-0 win over West Bromwich

SPORT

FIFA WORLD CUP 2022

Two Asian qualifiers moved to Doha

Routers

T

The World Cup qualifier between Iraq and Iran in Doha will be held at a neutral venue. Iraq boss Sinan Al-Hasani and Covid-19 related reasons, the Asian Football Confederation

Bidding war with the Saudi Arabian FA in Qatar's capital, with Asian Qualifiers

The Asian Qualifiers

French slam FIFA over release of Messi, Neymar for World Cup matches

The French Professional Football League (LFP) has regretted the surprise releases from the
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Arteta says Aubameyang is going nowhere

The 32-year-old Gabonese forward has failed to

COMMENT

Kane will have clear focus for qualifiers, says Southgate

Kane has played only 20 minutes of competitive action since England lost the Euro 2020 semi-final to Italy

BOTTOMLINE

Ronaldo saga continues as Juve look for win

The future of Inter Milan forward Christian Eriksen remains uncertain as the Danish international

SPORT

Al Sidd win pre-season-friendly

Action from the pre-season-friendly between Al Sad (in white) and Lado SC (in black) at Al Quds Club training ground yesterday: Al Sad won the match 2-1.